$J_{\text{statistics}}(\text{STAR, ADV}) = 0.949$

$J_{\text{clinton}}(\text{STAR, ADV}) = 0.582$

$J_{\text{shook}}(\text{STAR, ADV}) = 0.588$

$J_{\text{golf}}(\text{STAR, ADV}) = 0.001$

$J_{\text{switzerland}}(\text{STAR, ADV}) = 0.017$

$J_{\text{tribe}}(\text{STAR, ADV}) = 0.017$

$J_{\text{sciences}}(\text{STAR, ADV}) = 0.0$

$J_{\text{deep}}(\text{STAR, ADV}) = 0.0$

$J_{\text{chocolate}}(\text{STAR, ADV}) = 0.0$